
 

State of the Union 
Diane Phanos, President 

Sandra Peterkin (Roxbury), 

Anthony Thompson (ARTS-

LEAP), and Ruth Walden 

(Westhill). Jim Bradley 

(Northeast) also attended as a 

representative for CEA. 

     A highlight of the Assembly 

was celebrating the 50th 

anniversary of the merger of the 

NEA and the American 

Teachers Association (ATA), an 

organization representing 

teachers of color during the 

time of legal segregation. In 

1966, ATA President R.J. 

Martin and NEA President 

Richard Batchelder signed 

documents blending the two 

organizations into one. 

Together, they would fight for 

the improvement of the nation’s 

 

Message 

from the 

President. 

 

 

 

     Since I assumed office on 

July 1st, there has been much 

going on at the SEA. Having 

ended the year as Grievance 

Chair there were several active 

grievances to resolve. Sharon 

Quinn, our UniServ Rep from 

CEA, Sandra Peterkin, a 

member of the Grievance 

Committee, and I have been 

working tirelessly with 

members, central office staff, 

and even CEA and Board 

attorneys to bargain for fair and 

appropriate resolutions. In 

addition, we prepared for the 

annual New Teacher Luncheon, 

assembled new membership 

packets, and scheduled 

workshops and various other 

meetings for the school year. 

     In July, nine members - 

elected by you - traveled with 

me to the annual NEA 

Representative Assembly (see 

page 2 for more) in Washington 

D.C., the top decision-making 

body for the three million 

member NEA.  Representing 

you at the Assembly were: 

Tracey Bass (SHS), 

Tricia Conduah (Newfield), 

Connie Konya (Murphy), 

Ray Milo (AITE), 

Sean O’Connell (AITE), 

Andrew Palmer (AITE), 

public education system. 

     Other moving moments at 

the Assembly included a 

presentation by Hillary Clinton, 

recommended as President by a 

vote of 84.10
%

 of the NEA RA 

delegates, as well as a moving 

speech by Waterbury teacher 

Jahana Hayes, the 2016 

National and Connecticut 

Teacher of the Year. I 

encourage you to listen to 

Jahana’s entire speech, found 

at: ra.nea.org/speakers-speeches/ 

     At the beginning of August, 

thirteen members attended 

CEA’s Summer Leadership 

Conference at Mohegan Sun 

Resort where they learned 

advanced negotiation skills, 

grievance processing strategies, 

effective evaluation procedures, 

leadership skills as emerging 

building representative leaders, 

diverse strategies for increasing 

member engagement, and even 

how to deal with the workplace 

bully (see page 4 for more). 

     A highlight of this 

Conference was hearing the 

author Jonathan Kozol speak 

after he was presented with the 

National Teacher Hall of Fame 

2016 “Friend of Education 

Award.” Nearing his 80th 

birthday, Kozol, an advocate for 

providing equal opportunity to 

every child in our public 

schools, spoke out about the 

need for public education to 

prioritize children’s success and 

well-being.  He continued to 

tell the audience that the Every 

Student Success Act (ESSA), 

while imperfect, is a big 

improvement over No Child 

Left Behind (NCLB).  Like the 

NEA, CEA, and SEA, Kozol 

stated that tying children’s test 

scores to teachers’ evaluations 

was “one of the most 

destructive policies that can 

possibly be instituted.”  He 

recognized that there is a role 

for testing in education, but that 

it must be appropriate testing 

that does not overshadow 

essential aspects of teaching 

and learning. Kozol further 

emphasized that children “need 

to have an opportunity to know 

that learning can be very hard, 

 

See President on page 6 

Teacher of the Year Jahana Hayes addresses the delegates at the 
NEA-RA, in Washington D.C.                      Photo by Connie Konya 

Sea change: a profound or 
notable transformation for the 

better; a change brought 
about by the sea. 
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Sharon Quinn - CEA 

UniServ Representative 

     Welcome back to 

school! I hope you had an 

enjoyable summer and are 

excited about the new 

school year. As you are 

settling into your classrooms, getting 

organized, and establishing routines, I 

recommend that you set aside time to 

review your personnel files to ensure their 

accuracy. 

     Your personnel files follow you 

throughout your career in education and 

beyond.  Accordingly, it is imperative that 

you know what documents are in them and 

that they accurately reflect your personnel 

history. The SEA has negotiated several 

vital protections for unit members’ 

personnel files. These protections are found 

in Article 12 of the contract. 

     Article 12 gives each SEA unit member 

the right, upon request, to review the 

contents of his/her personnel files 

maintained at the school and central office 

and to copy any material in the files at 

reasonable cost. To review your building 

file, submit a request to your principal. To 

review your central office file, submit an 

You’ve Been UniServed 
This Issue: Get Personal with your Personnel Files 

email request to Kimberly Hawreluk at 

KHawreluk@stamfordct.gov or Gianni 

Servidio at GServidio@stamfordct.gov. 

Your request must be submitted 24 hours in 

advance of your expected review. You are 

encouraged to have an SEA colleague 

accompany you. 

     Article 12 of the contract prohibits 

administration from placing derogatory 

material about your conduct, service, 

character, or personality in your file unless 

you have had an opportunity to read the 

material and signed the document first. 

Signing the document does not constitute 

agreement with its contents. Rather, it 

simply means that you have reviewed the 

document before it was placed in your file. 

     If you dispute the contents of a 

document in your file, Article 12 allows 

you to write a rebuttal explaining why you 

disagree with the material contained in the 

document. This rebuttal must be attached to 

the disputed document. Therefore, anyone 

who may gain access to the disputed 

document will also be able to read your side 

of the story regarding what occurred. 

     Article 12 also prohibits anonymous 

letters from being placed in your personnel 

files and guarantees you the right to remove 

false and inaccurate information upon 

substantiation or proof of falsity or 

inaccuracy. Upon substantiation, any 

materials removed must be kept in a separate 

file and cannot be used for employment 

related purposes. The contract also requires 

that complaints directed against you that are 

deemed serious enough to become a matter 

of formal record shall be promptly called to 

your attention. Furthermore, it guarantees 

you the right to know the identity or source 

of all such complaints. 

     Last, Article 12 guarantees that letters or 

memos of commendation from 

administrators that are copied to your 

personnel file, as well as documents related 

to awards or honors from outside 

organizations that are submitted by you, 

shall be maintained in your personnel file. 

     In closing, I urge you to avail yourself of 

these important negotiated protections, and I 

wish you a very happy and successful school 

year. 

Article 12 gives each SEA unit 

member the right… to review 

the contents of his/her 

personnel files 

A Reflection on 

Attending My 5th 

 NEA-RA
 

Ruth Terry Walden 

     The NEA’s Annual Meeting took place during the first week 
of July. Various committees, constituencies, caucuses, 
leadership groups, and delegates from state and local affiliates 
gathered to set policy and chart the direction of NEA business. 
 
     I strongly encourage all SEA members to attend the NEA-
RA at some point in their careers. There is no better way to 
learn how educational policy is set nationally. 
     You also get the awesome opportunity to network with other 
educators from various states. From this, I have gained a 
broader perspective of the importance of my role as an 
educator, which has been invaluable! This summer, I heard 
Hillary Clinton - in person - as she addressed the assembly. 
Clinton was a powerful speaker who added to a great day. 
     Find the time and go one summer to the NEA-RA. You will 
not regret it! 
 
SEA REMINDER: An email goes out to all SEA members in 

late February asking for self-nominations to attend the NEA-
RA. After nominations are received, delegates are selected via 
a voting process (held at each school) in March. 

 

2016-2017 DUES INFORMATION 
 

Dues will be deducted once a month, in the amount of 
$82.40. You will see this reflected in the second paystub 
of the month beginning with the September 15 check. 
 

SEA $143.00 + CEA $494.00 + NEA $187.00 = $824.00 

Above: Tricia Conduah joins the 
line to see Hillary Clinton speak. 
 

Photo by Connie Konya  
 

Left: Tracey Bass and Andrew 
Palmer settle in to the life of a 
delegate. 

Photo by Sandra Peterkin 
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The Stamford Education Association welcomes our new (and returning!) 

Stamford educators. We wish all of you a positive and productive school year. 
 

We hope the information contained within this issue of the S.E.A. Change assists you in starting (or continuing) 

your journey in education, and that you will reach out to the Association (see page 6 for contact info) and your 

school-based SEA Reps (list to be published in our October issue) with any questions, concerns, or suggestions. 

 

                                                                                                                                              Photos by Melissa Wills 
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A.I.T.E. 

Dana Westrup 

Michael Andino 

Nancy Kelly 

 

All District 

Deborah Perry 

 

APPLES Preschool 

Amy Bianco 

Juliann Chieffalo 

Michelle Parenti 

Natalia Williams 

 

ARTS Program 

Corey Toby 

 

Cloonan 

Beth Davison 

Christopher Domotor 

Madelyn Mainiero 

Tammie Samuels 

 

Cloonan/A.I.T.E. 

Lauren Bachner 

 

Davenport Ridge 

Francinne Businaro 

Lauren Pappas 

Zachary Daniell 

 

Dolan 

Dante Ceccarelli 

Jenna Cinelli 

Nicole Kearney 

Riley Northrop 

 

Dolan/Scofield 

Adriana Bertola 

 

Dolan/TOR 

Natasha Knoblauch 

E.L.L. Teacher 

Daniel Fox 

Michelle Beloin 

 

Hart Magnet 

Ashley Frangione 

Beverly Christian 

Genevieve Brown 

Luci Santora 

Maureen Serrichio 

Tara Santos 

 

Murphy 

Christine Porfilio 

Christy King 

Sara Horan 

 

Newfield 

Christine Cassidy 

Elayna Krebser 

Eric Garcia 

Jillian Churchill 

 

Northeast 

Caitlin Capparelle 

Carol Ceci 

Christine Velazquez-Herman 

Kathryn Press 

Pamela Blackwell 

Sarah Beauleau 

 

Rippowam 

Caitlin Gilbert 

Elisavet Kousidis 

Josephine Occhipinti 

Kaitlyn Czelada 

Kristyne Rak 

Melanie Gold 

Zachary Rosenberg 

 

Rogers 

Robert Cody 

Roxbury 

Anne Linley 

Christine Maxwell 

Ioanna Philippopoulos 

Kaitlin Melsenti 

Katherine Vandall 

Maryori Ramirez 

 

Scofield 

James Neufeld 

Megan Lonegan 

 

Springdale 

Casey Conetta 

Heather Farrell 

Jena Nadro 

Leah Unger 

Matthew Cingari 

 

Stamford HS 

Aaron Pulley 

Ana Ramos 

Anes Koummal 

Daniel Lauture 

Erika Arconti-Galassi 

Jonathan Ortiz 

Katherine Wingertzahn 

Linda Marchisio 

Mary Peters 

Matthew Kimmel 

Melissa Giordano 

Michael Summa 

 

Stillmeadow 

Amanda Romanello 

Caitlin Kane 

Chelsea Ackerman 

Heather Evarts 

Katty Jimenez 

Kimberly Huba 

Lauren Schroeder 

Rachael Fagella 

The New School 

Alyssa Bogdanowicz 

Amina Toor 

Angela Lyden 

BreeAnne Rodriguez 

Gayle Mould 

Karen Zand 

Maria Linton 

Nancy Woods 

Robert Lewis 

Sarah Darling 

Seth Goldstein 

 

Toquam 

Jeanette Christian 

Jessica Petruzzelli 

 

Turn of River 

Allison Tables 

Patricia Stevens 

Ryan Curto 

 

Westhill 

Bonnie Kelley-Young 

Charles Hill 

Daniel Breschard 

Emma Perez 

Marcie Frishman 

Mindy Midy 

Tamara Dilworth 

 

Westover Magnet 

Allison Gallagher 

Allyson Martin 

Amy Lilien-Harper 

Ashley Vicaro 

Cathy Wilcox-McElroy 

Jaclyn Schwartz 

Lauren Vasale 

2016-17 Teacher of the Year Gloria Sinaguglia, 2014-15 Teacher of the Year Jimmy Sapia, and Superintendent Kim address new staff. 
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     The CEA’s annual Summer 
Leadership Conference took place during 
the first week of August. While there 
were a variety of workshops to engage 
participants, the primary focus of the 
event was “standing together as 
professionals” to gain and keep a voice 
“in the process and implementation of 
educational initiatives.” Our own SEA 
attendees share a little of what they 
learned from specific workshops below: 
 
     Organizing Against the Workplace 
Bully, by Tricia Conduah - First, you 
must identify if you are a “target” and 
have been bullied by a perpetrator. A 
claim of workplace bullying can be 
classified as repeated - defined as six 
months or more - mistreatment through 
threats, intimidation, interference with 
work, sabotage or a combination of any 
or all. It is not bullying if two employees 
are in a conflict and are of equal 
“strength”, or if it is an isolated event. 
     So what can you do if this is 
happening to you or someone you know? 
1) Do NOT ignore or dismiss your 
feelings. 2) See if there is any truth to 
the “criticism” being given to you. 3) If 
you know that you are doing what you 
are expected to do, tell someone (your 
Faculty Rep or Union president). 
     Advanced Negotiations, by John 
Corcoran - This workshop was run by 

Benefits Review Session 
September 15th from 4-6pm 

 

A focus on the new HDHP, and: 
Health Insurance Coverage and Enrollment 

Life Insurance Coverage and Enrollment 
Teachers Retirement Board/Pensions 

Long Term Care Insurance 
403(B) Retirement Plans 

Payroll Overview 
 

Please R.S.V.P. to Hannah Beaulieu, 
hbeaulieu@stamfordct.gov 

CEA UniServ representatives who have 
spent many years helping locals through 
their negotiations process. There was a 
review of the negotiations format, from 
putting a team together to mediation and 
arbitration. We then had the opportunity 
to work with lawyers, who have 
represented several districts throughout 
the state, so we could get a better 
understanding of how different Boards of 
Education think and work through the 
negotiations process. We split into 
different groups and did an actual 
simulation of the negotiations process. 
Although I have been involved with SEA 
negotiations over the last six years, this 
really helped me understand the process 
on a different level. 
     Professional Development Evaluation 
Committees (PDECs): Incorporating 
Innovative Practices that Empower 
Teachers, by LouAnn Finch and Bettina 
Takacs - We particularly enjoyed 
learning about other districts' PDEC 
committees and how they are working on 
developing more effective professional 
development to greater support teachers' 
needs and interests. There was a panel 
discussion regarding the various 
guidelines and steps in our evaluation 
process. SPS’s own Lori Rossomando 
was the panel expert on Dispute 
Resolution. We found it to be a very 
informative and enlightening workshop. 

     Building Representatives, Emerging 
Leaders, by Karen Weinstein - During 
the Emerging Leaders training we 
learned many new techniques to better 
support our colleagues. We learned how 
to distill local concerns and turn them 
into action to uphold our rights as public 
school educators. In an increasingly 
hostile environment towards public 
school teachers, all the attendees came 
away with a new awareness of the 
importance of contract negotiations and 
the process of collective bargaining. I 
was especially impressed by the energy 
and enthusiasm of CEA's professional 
staff, as they encouraged us to step out 
of our comfort zone to affect positive 
change locally, state-wide and on a 
national level, as we advocate for our 
members. 
     Grievance Processing, by Sandra 
Peterkin - When I told my family I had to 
go to Mohegan Sun for 3 days, little did 
they know it was all work and no play. 
But I was fortunate to be among 
colleagues from across the state learning 
about the grievance process. One of our 
presenters just happened to be our own 
CEA Uniserv Rep Sharon Quinn. On day 
three of the conference we teamed up to 
do a mock Level Three presentation to a 
superintendent. I look forward to using 
the strategies we learned and practiced 
for successful grievance outcomes. 

Want to see your colleagues in these pages, 
like the Westhill jam band on page 5? 

Then nominate them for… 

To nominate: Send an email to Kate Tobin, tobinwhs@gmail.com.  

SPOTLIGHTING 
Stamford Teachers: 

Innovation, Creativity, 
Reflection & 

Problem Solving 

MOONLIGHTING 
Stamford Teachers: 

After Hours, 
Vocations, Hobbies, & 

Second Shifts 



  

Composed of teachers and students, the “English Department Band” at Westhill High School has become a well-known 
feature of afterschool life and an energetic and therapeutic outlet for all who jam, sing-along, or sit in on some tunes. So, if 
you find yourself in the vicinity after last bell, swing past room 219 to hear the sounds of a righteous jam band doing its 
level best on classic rock ballads, soulful interpretations of lesser known artists, and its original hip-hop creations. 

Interview with Dave Wooley, founding member. 
 
Q: How did the band get started? 
DW: The band started because we wanted to have musical 
interludes between poets at our Poetry Out Loud competition 
during the 2014-2015 school year. We needed some time for the 
judges to get their scores together and, in order to keep the crowd 
engaged and give the finals an “event” feel, we thought a band 
would work. So we created one. 
 
Q: Are you actively pursuing gigs? 
DW: Right now the purpose is to have some fun with friends and 
colleagues. We love to play at department gatherings, and we’re 
up for other opportunities to play as well, but nope, no touring 
plans in the near future. 
 
Q: So who’s in the band, and what’s everyone’s musical 
background? 
DW: There’s me on drums, and my background is more metal, 
funk, and hip-hop. Jay Pinsince, our fearless leader, is on 
keyboards and he is a blues and classic rock guy. He is mostly 
responsible for choosing the catalogue of music that we play. 
Justin, my son, plays bass, although he’s about to start college this 
year, so we might need a fill in! Joe Celcis is our singer/frontman, 
and he brings a soul and 80s pop and R&B influence to the group, 
as well as his hip-hop/rapper chops. We’ve also got Jamey 
Ehrman, our department head’s husband, playing guitar, and he’s 
channeling “Jimmy” when he plays: Hendrix, Page, Neutron, 
they’re all in there. Jay’s friend Jared, our lead guitar shredmaster, 
literally made someone’s face melt off during one of his solos. 
Luckily, he’s a lawyer, so he can take care of any pending 

The bell rings, 

and the band plays on… 

Jay Pinsince and Dave Wooley enjoy summer.               Joe Celcis at a department holiday party.                      Justin Wooley brings it on the bass. 
 

Photos by Mike von Wahlde 

litigation. Our departmental long-term sub, Katie Wingertzahn, 
has been our swing player, alternating between guitar, vocals 

and all other instruments. Her influences are varied and eclectic, 
but a lot of blues, Americana, and 90s grunge. 
 
Q: What are the favorite bands of the band? 
DW: We really started playing almost exclusively blues and 
classic rock, but we’ve expanded our repertoire a bit into some 

80s pop and R&B, Louisiana boogie-woogie, and 90s rock. 
Favorites have to be Sam & Dave, Booker T and the MGs, The 
Doors, Jimmie Hendrix, Stevie Wonder... 
 
Q: What do the students think? 
DW: We make it a point to have open door practices in Jay’s 
room so that kids can sit in whenever they want. We've definitely 
had a bunch of kids from our English classes and from the 
Westhill bands come in and jam with us. It gives us a chance to 

get together and do something that we all enjoy doing. It’s a 
great way to blow off steam, as well. Some of my favorite days to 
come to school are the days when I know that we are going to be 
playing some music together. 

 
Q: Must-play songs? 

DW: If we are doing a top ten, I’d want to include “I Put a Spell 
on You”, “Green Onions/Higher Ground” mashup, “Tipitina”, 

and “Summertime/Doin’ Time.” 
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     Recently the Professional Rights & 

Responsibilities Committee has worked 

on grievances involving: change of 

assignment, leaves of absence (both 

personal and medical), compensation 

for extra duties, non-renewed termed 

positions, and interview and selection 

procedures for vacant positions. 

 SEA Positions and Contact Info. 

President: Diane Phanos 

     presidentsea@optonline.net  
VP High School: Sean O’Connell 

     soconnell.aite@gmail.com  
VP Elementary (3-5): John Corcoran 

     jcgolf01@yahoo.com  
Secretary: Kate Tobin 

     tobinwhs@gmail.com  
CEA UniServ Rep: Sharon Quinn 

     sharonq@cea.org 
Director of Program Operations: Cheryl Ritchie 

     seaoffice@optonline.net 
 
Directors: 

   Tricia Conduah, mrsconduah@yahoo.com 

   Connie Konya, ckinct@gmail.com 

   Ray Milo, rmilo@aitestamford.org 
   Sandra Peterkin, ctteacher2@optimum.net  

     It is very important for each SEA 

member to become familiar with the 

contract. The moment something feels 

odd, please reach out to your building 

rep, call the SEA office, or send an email 

to Diane Phanos. 

     Always remember: We Are Stronger 

Together! 

Stamford Education Association 

733 Summer St., Suite 403 

Stamford, CT  06901 
(203) 324-2602 

     To view the contract in full, visit the SEA 

website at www.seastamford.org.  

     CHANGE - Pg. 13, Article 8, Item E, 

Number 2: No qualified unit member shall be 

permitted to use more than 93 days from the 

Sick Leave Bank. 

     CHANGE - Pg. 38, Article 19, Item A, 

Number 1: Said unit member must submit an 

irrevocable resignation for purposes of 

retirement to the Human Resources Office on 

An Update from the PR&R Committee 

or before April 15th of the school year 

preceding the school year of retirement. 

     REMINDER - Pg. 31, Article 16, Item E: 

No regularly assigned unit member shall be 

used as a substitute teacher except in the case 

of an emergency, it being expressly 

understood that the failure of a substitute to 

arrive on schedule or the inability to secure a 

substitute shall be considered an emergency.  

The administration shall make every effort to 

but that it doesn’t need to be a grim and gray straight line march to 

a predetermined destination. It can also be a glorious adventure that 

nobody can ever really chart out in advance.” 

     I give a big thanks to the following members for taking some 

time during their summer vacation to attend and learn at CEA’s 

Summer Leadership Conference with me: Tricia Conduah 

(Newfield), John Corcoran (Northeast), LouAnn Finch (Stark), 

Amy Manning (Northeast), Dana Mikstay (Cloonan), Sean 

O’Connell (AITE), Toni-Lynn Peruzzi (Roxbury), Sandra Peterkin 

(Roxbury), Gail Rosenthal (Roxbury), Michele Scott (Cloonan), 

Bettina Takacs (Stark), and Karen Weinstein (Roxbury). 

     I encourage you to be an active participant in your Association. 

In September, you will receive self-nomination forms for the 3-year 

positions of Vice President Middle School, Vice President 

Elementary (K-2), Treasurer, and Assistant Secretary/Treasurer, one 

1-year position as a Faculty Representative Director, one 2-year 

position as a Faculty Representative Director, and two 3-year 

positions as members of the Professional Rights & Responsibilities 

(Grievance) Committee. The Faculty Representatives will be voting 

for these positions at their October 18th meeting as per our 

Constitution/Bylaws. 

      We also need Faculty Representatives in several buildings. Each 

building is allotted two representatives for the first 25 members. 

“For each additional 10 members, or major fraction thereof 

(namely 6 or more), there shall be an additional representative,” 

according to our SEA Constitution & Bylaws.   If you are 

interested, please contact me at presidentsea@optonline.net. 

     In conclusion, remember, WE ARE STRONGER TOGETHER!  

As an Association we can be a powerful voice. I wish you the best 

for the 2016-2017 school year.  Don’t forget to periodically check 

the SEA website at www.seastamford.org for information and 

updates. I look forward to meeting you at school visits this year! 

President, cont. from page 1 

assign emergency coverage evenly to unit 

members… in the event of a class coverage 

issue at a school: the use of student interns 

first; if no student interns are available, then 

regular substitute teachers will be called; if no 

regular substitute teachers are available, then 

teachers on self-directed time will be used; if 

no teachers on self-directed time are available, 

then collateral duty assignment changes 

will be utilized. 

UPCOMING CEA-SPONSORED WORKSHOPS 
to be held in Stamford - Watch your email! 

 

Classroom Management, 9/29 
What to Expect When You’re Expecting, 10/20 
Faculty Representative Training, 11/17 
Teacher Assault and Restraint Training, 1/12 
Retirement Workshop, 2/9 
Special Education Workshop, 3/9 
Teachers and the Law, 3/30 
What to Expect When You’re Expecting, 4/27 
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